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Abstract. The assessment of the debris flow hazard potential has to rely on semi-quantitative
methods. Due to the complexity of the debris-flow process, numerical simulation models of debris
flows are still limited with regard to practical applications. Thus, an overview is given of empirical
relationships that can be used to estimate the most important parameters of debris-flow behavior. In a
possible procedure, an assessment of a maximum debris-flow volume may be followed by estimates
of the peak discharge, the mean flow velocity, the total travel distance, and the runout distance on the
fan. The applicability of several empirical equations is compared with available field and laboratory
data, and scaling considerations are used to discuss the variability of the parameters over a large
range of values. Some recommendations are made with regard to the application of the presented
relationships by practicing engineers, apart from advocating field reconnaissance and searching for
historic events wherever possible.

Key words: Debris-flow volume, peak discharge, flow velocity, travel distance, runout distance,
hazard assessment, torrent, debris flow.

Notation

B width of the breach;

C Chezy coefficient;

C1 constant in flow resistance equation;

C2 constant in general velocity Equation (20);

d90 characteristic grain size for which 90% of the bed material is finer in diameter;

g gravitational acceleration;

H flow depth;

He elevation difference between the starting point and the lowest point of deposition of the
mass movement;

Hr height of the temporary reservoir;

K1 constant in dambreak Equation (9);

L total travel distance, of a debris flow or mass movement;

Lf runout distance on the fan, of a debris flow or mass movement;

M debris-flow volume (event magnitude);

Mw volume of water (behind a dam);

N number of observations;
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n Manning coefficient;

Q discharge (of debris flow or flood);

Qp peak discharge;

qp unit peak discharge;

S channel slope;

V mean flow velocity;

α exponent of H in general velocity Equation (20);

β exponent of S in general velocity Equation (20);

µ dynamic viscosity of the grain-water mixture;

ρ density of the grain-water mixture;

ξ lumped coefficient in dilatant grain shearing.

Subscript
∗ denotes the ratio of two quantities of the same kind but of different size.

1. Introduction

Debris flows are a phenomenon intermediate between landslides or rockfalls and
fluvial sediment transport. Debris flows most often occur as a result of intense
rainfall but there are also other triggering mechanisms such as snowmelt or dam-
break failure (e.g., Costa, 1984). In a torrent catchment, debris flows often produce
much higher peak discharges than “ordinary” floods under the same rainfall con-
ditions. The peak discharges often exceed channel capacities on the fan, resulting
in widespread sediment deposition on the fan and associated hazard to buildings,
infrastructure and people.

Observations of debris flows have been reported for many decades. Systematic
research into the mechanics of these flows started about 30 years ago, including
detailed investigations in hydraulic laboratories. At the beginning, basically three
simple fluid models were proposed to treat debris flows (see, for example, Costa,
1984; Hungr et al., 1984): Newtonian flow (in the turbulent or laminar regime),
Bingham fluid flow (laminar regime), and dilatant grain shearing flow (mostly con-
sidered in the inertial regime). A comprehensive account of the physics of debris
flows has been presented recently by Iverson (1997).

In order to perform a hazard assessment on a fan and eventually to design
protective measures against debris flows, it is necessary to estimate the important
parameters such as potential debris volume, mean flow velocity, peak discharge,
and runout distance. In several studies, simple empirical relationships have been
proposed to estimate these parameters (e.g., Hungr et al., 1984; Costa, 1984; John-
son, 1984; PWRI, 1988). The verification of the validity and the limits of these
relationships is difficult mainly for three reasons: (i) the variety of material com-
position may limit the applicability to a narrow range; (ii) the number of field
observations is rather limited; and (iii) replication of debris flows in laboratory
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studies is difficult because the scaling laws are more complex than, for example,
for clear-water open-channel flows.

The objective of this paper is to give an overview of a possible procedure for
roughly estimating the most important parameters related to the debris-flow hazard
in a torrent catchment. It is recognized that knowledge about past debris-flow activ-
ity is a very important source of information which should be taken into account – if
available – in any hazard assessment. The interpretation of past evidence (Aulitzky,
1980; Costa, 1988a; Nakamura, 1980) is not discussed here. The focus is on the
comparison of different empirical relationships with field observations.

2. Hazard Assessment

Rickenmann (1995) proposed a method for the evaluation of debris-flow hazards
in a particular torrent catchment composed of two steps:
1. Determination of the probability that a debris flow event can occur in the

torrent catchment under consideration.
2. Quantitative estimation of the most important parameters useful for a hazard

assessment.
At present, there are no rigorous methods which would allow a strict assessment

to determine an exact probability of debris-flow occurrence, be it based either on
physically measured characteristics of a catchment or on a statistical analysis. If
there is information available on past debris flow events, this is often the most re-
liable indication. It is noted that the concept of ‘recurrence intervals’, as borrowed
from flood frequency analysis, may be problematic when applied to debris flow
events (Davies, 1997). For example, temporary storage of sediments may be of
importance, and thus an event may depend on previous ones. If information on
historic events is available, it may be possible to determine a characteristic pattern
between debris flow frequency and debris-flow volume for a particular catchment;
this pattern has been found to depend on the sediment availability and on the
lithology of the catchment (Zimmermann et al., 1997a, b).

Semi-quantitative methods which allow one to estimate the likelihood of debris
flow occurrence in a particular torrent catchment have been proposed in Austria
(Aulitzky, 1973, 1980, 1984), in Japan (Nakamura, 1980), and in Canada (VanDine,
1985). In these evaluations, factors such as previous debris-flow traces, sediment
sources and erodibility, channel slopes, infiltration capacity and others are weighted
and combined to arrive at an index value which represents a combined degree of
probability and event magnitude of a possible debris flow. Based on the analysis
of numerous debris-flow events which occurred in Switzerland in the summer of
1987 (Rickenmann and Zimmermann, 1993), a similar approach has been proposed
to estimate the likelihood of possible debris-flow activity in a torrent catchment
in the absence of any knowledge about past events (Rickenmann, 1995). In this
procedure, the slope of the torrent channel in the possible initiation zone and the
sediment source potential are considered to be the two most important factors.
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Figure 1. Flow chart for estimating debris flow parameters with the help of empirical
formulae.

The second major step in a debris-flow hazard assessment is based on a quantit-
ative estimation of the most important parameters needed to delineate endangered
areas. A number of empirical formulae may be used for this purpose. The flow chart
in Figure 1 illustrates a possible procedure using some of the empirical equations
discussed below.

As an alternative one may also consider using a numerical simulation model
to assess the flow properties and the depositional behavior (e.g., Hungr, 1995). In
most models, the water-solids mixture of a debris flow is assumed to be a single
component fluid with particular rheologic characteristics, and mainly three types of
constitutive equations were used to derive a flow resistance law: Bingham laminar
flow, Newtonian turbulent flow, or dilatant grain shearing in the inertial regime. A
comparison of simple model approaches has recently been made by Rickenmann
and Koch (1997) and Koch (1998). In general, these models have been applied only
to very few field cases.
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3. Empirical Relationships

3.1. DEBRIS-FLOW VOLUME

From the point of view of the evaluation of a potential hazard, the debris-flow
volume, M, is one of the most important parameters. In general, a spectrum of
possible debris-flow volumes can be expected to occur with different probabil-
ities. However, often an acceptable recurrence interval with an associated event
magnitude has to be defined when designing any protection measures. As a rough
approximation, the debris-flow volume can then be used to arrive at an estimate of
the associated peak discharge, Qp, the total travel distance, L, and also the runout
distance on the fan, Lf (e.g., Ikeya, 1989; Mizyuama et al., 1992; Schilling and
Iverson, 1997).

Many attempts have been made to estimate a maximum debris-flow volume
for a given torrent catchment. These empirical equations are usually based on the
most important morphometric characteristics of a catchment (e.g., Hampel, 1977;
Takei, 1980; Kronfellner-Kraus, 1984, 1987; Zeller, 1985; Rickenmann and Zim-
mermann, 1993; D’Agostino, 1996). With about 200 observations on debris-flow
volumes, M, an analysis was made using some of these empirical equations. Due to
lack of more data, the analysis considered only the most important morphometric
catchment characteristics. It is found that these equations may overestimate the
actual debris-flow volume by up to a factor of 100. It is therefore recommended
to make a geomorphologic assessment of the sediment potential rather than using
these equations. Some of the empirical relationships also include information on
expected rainfall conditions or on the lithologic characteristics of the catchment. It
is likely that a more detailed analysis, considering a subdivision of torrent catch-
ments according to lithologic units which are possibly contributing to the total
sediment yield, may lead to more accurate estimates.

3.2. PEAK DISCHARGE

Knowledge of the peak discharge and the associated flow velocity are important
when evaluating the conveyance capacity of stream channel reaches or critical
cross-sections as, for example, under bridges. It has been shown that empirical
relationships can be established between the peak discharge, Qp, of a debris flow
and the debris-flow volume (Hungr et al., 1984; Mizuyama et al., 1992; Takahashi
et al., 1994).

In Figure 2, data of Table I on peak discharge and debris-flow volume are shown.
Also plotted is a semi-theoretical line which is derived from the assumption that
Froude scaling must be satisfied for flows of different size but having essentially
the same physical properties. The corresponding equation has the following form:

Q∗ = 0.1M5/6
∗ = 0.1M0.833

∗ , (1)
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Figure 2. Peak discharge (Qp) of debris flows vs debris-flow volume (M). Also shown is the
semi-theoretical line satisfying Froude similarity (Equation (1)).

where Q∗ = Qp2/Qp1 and M∗ = M2/M1, and the indices 1 and 2 refer to two
flows of similar material properties but of different size. The derivation of Equation
(1) is given in the Appendix. The constant A1 = 0.1 has been approximated for a
line representing on average the higher peak discharges of the field debris flows
shown in Figure 2. In the tables, N refers to the number of observations used in the
analysis.

It has been proposed by Mizuyama et al. (1992) that different empirical relation-
ships exist for granular and for muddy type debris flows in Japan. This statement
is supported by other empirical equations listed in Table II, and the corresponding
lines shown in Figure 3. The following notation is used in Table II: In all equations
Qp is in [m3/s] and M or Mw is in [m3], where Mw is the volume of water stored
behind the dam. When comparing debris flows with dambreak floods, it is noted
that the outflowing water may incorporate sediments which can result in a bulking
of the total volume up to about a factor of two for glacier lake outburst floods
(Haeberli, 1983). However, this distinction is not considered important here since
the scatter of debris-flow data in the empirical relationships usually covers at least
one order of magnitude.

The data presented in Figure 2 pertain predominantly to granular type debris
flows. An upper limit for this data is also approximated by the line for granular
type debris flows from Japanese data, Equation (2), shown in Figure 3. From this
figure one can see that the data representing mudflows, Equation (3), and those
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Table I. Data on debris-flow volume and peak discharge of debris flows, used in Figure 2

Country/Region N M [m3] Qp [m3/s] Source

Swiss Alps 11 4,000–60,000 120–650 Rickenmann & Zimmermann

(1993); M. Zimmermann,

written comm. (1996)

Canadian Cordillera 23 1500–3,000,000 10–70,000 Hungr et al. (1984); VanDine

(1985); M. Jakob, written comm.

(1995)

Japan (Kamikamihori valley) 26 214–14,800 13–124 Okuda & Suwa (1981); H. Suwa,

written comm. (1997)

China, Jiangia 33 400–999,000 46–3133 M. Jakob, written comm.

(1995); Z. Wang, written

comm. (1997)

USA, Mount St. Helens 3 810–8,000,000 25–68,000 Pierson (1985); Pierson (1986)

Other field data (incl. lahars) 22 6,000–70,000,000 15–48,000 Several sources∗∗
USGS flume 1 10 2 Iverson & LaHusen (1993)

Laboratory flows 26 0.005–0.02 0.00126–0.0102 Davies (1994)

Overall 145 0.005–70,000,000 0.00126–68,000

∗∗ Arattano et al. (1996), Aulitzky (1970), Gallino & Pierson (1985), Han & Wang (1996), Harris
& Gustafson (1993), Kermculov & Zuckerman (1983), Pierson (1980), Pierson (1995), Rutherford
et al. (1994), Watanabe & Ikea (1981), Webb et al. (1988).

Figure 3. Empirical relationships of peak discharge (Qp) of debris flows (Equations (2) to
(5)) or dam failures (Equations (6) and (7)) vs debris-flow volume (M). Also shown is the
semi-theoretical line satisfying Froude similarity (Equation (1)).
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Table II. Empirical formulae to estimate the peak discharge as a function of the debris-flow volume
of debris flows or of the stored water of a dambreak flood. The correlation coefficients r2 are those
given by the authors; ‘nn’ indicates that r2 is not known

Data basis Formula Equation N r2 Source

Granular debris flows (Japan) Qp = 0.135 M0.780 (2) ∼50 nn Mizuyama et al. (1992)

Muddy debris flows (Japan) Qp = 0.0188 M0.790 (3) ∼100 nn Mizuyama et al. (1992)

Merapi volcano (Indonesia) Qp = 0.00558 M0.831 (4) ∼200 0.95 Jitousono et al. (1996)

Sakurajima volcano (Japan) Qp = 0.00135 M0.870 (5) ∼100 0.81 Jitousono et al. (1996)

Landslide dam failures Qp = 0.293 M0.56
w (6) 9 0.73 Costa (1988b)

Glacial dam failures Qp = 0.0163 M0.64
w (7) 20 0.80 Costa (1988b)

representing volcanic debris flows with predominantly fine material, Equations (4)
and (5), clearly have smaller peak discharges for a given debris-flow volume than
the granular type debris flows. It is observed that the exponents of the empirical
Equations (2) to (5) defined by the field data are quite close to the exponent re-
quired from Froude scaling as given in Equation (1). It is also interesting that the
Mount St. Helens data lie quite close to Equation (1) in Figure 2, including flows
of very different magnitude but being composed of essentially the same material.
The data referring to landslide and glacial dam failures, Equations (6) and (7),
are generally associated with flow surges containing large amounts of water (apart
from the eroded solid material). The data of these flows lie closer to those debris
flows containing more fine than coarse material.

It is noted that in a more physically strict sense the peak discharge of a debris
flow surge should be related to the debris-water volume of the corresponding surge
and not to the total debris-flow volume. Unfortunately, this more precise volume is
not known in many cases; in order to use as many observations as possible, such
cases have been included nevertheless here. For a given debris-flow volume and
material characteristics, the peak discharge may also depend to some extent on
initial and boundary conditions.

A comparison can also be made with the dambreak formula, from which the
peak discharge immediately downstream of the breach can be estimated as (Hungr
et al., 1984):

Qp = 0.30Bg1/2H 3/2
r , (8)

where B is the width of the breach, Hr the height of the temporary reservoir, and
g the gravitational acceleration. Assuming that B ∼ H 0.5

r (i.e., a parabola shaped
cross-section) and that the water volume behind the temporary dam is Mw ∼ H 2.5

r ,
one can express the peak discharge as

Qp = K1M
0.80
w , (9)

where K1 is a constant depending on the geometry of the temporary reservoir.
A more sophisticated analysis of the dambreak problem is given in Walder and
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O’Connor (1997). According to this analysis Equation (8) is approximately valid
if no significant drawdown of the lake water level occurs. Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to note that the empirical Equations (2) to (5) show a similar dependence of
Qp on M as Qp on Mw in Equation (9) based on the dambreak assumption.

3.3. MEAN FLOW VELOCITY

In order to describe the flow behavior of debris flows, a number of approaches and
flow resistance equations have been proposed. To evaluate constitutive equations
for the shear behavior of different debris-flow materials, knowledge of the velocity
profile would be very helpful (but insufficient). However, such information is very
difficult to obtain for actual debris-flow material in the field. Most of the pro-
posed flow-resistance equations for the mean velocity are based either on empirical
data of mean flow parameters of prototype flows or measured velocity profiles in
laboratory flows, in which simplified material mixtures have been used to simulate
debris flows.

Most observations are available for either the mean translational velocity of the
frontal part or the maximum (mean cross-sectional) velocity along the debris flow
surge (here maximum refers to the variation of the mean velocity along the debris
flow wave). It is noted that the maximum velocity of a surge does not necessarily
coincide with the part of the wave where the maximum flow depth occurs (e.g.,
Suwa et al., 1993). In the following analysis, the possible noncoincidence between
the location of maximum flow depth and maximum velocity is neglected, as well
as the distinction between mean velocity at a cross-section and mean translational
velocity.

A comparison is made of different approaches which have been proposed to
estimate the maximum (mean cross-sectional) velocity of the frontal part of debris
flows (e.g., Hungr et al., 1984). The proposed equations are summarized in Table
III. There the following notation is used: V [m/s] is the (cross-sectional mean) flow
velocity, H [m] is the (maximum) flow depth, S is the channel bed slope, ρ [kg/m3]
is the density of the grain-water mixture, µ [kg/(sm)] is the dynamic viscosity of
the grain-water mixture, ξ [1/(sm1/2)] is a lumped coefficient depending on grain
size and grain concentration, n [s/m1/3] is the Manning coefficient, C1 [m1/2/s] is
the Chezy coefficient, and C1 [m0.7/s] is a dimensional empirical coefficient.

Most of the models listed in Table III have been proposed in previous studies
to estimate the mean velocity, V , of debris flows (e.g., Hungr et al., 1984; Hungr,
1995). In the application of these equations to the data of Table IV, flow depth is
used rather than the hydraulic radius, since for the available data there is often not
sufficient information to determine the hydraulic radius. It is noted that the laminar
flow Equation (10) approximates Bingham fluid flows for larger flow velocities and
lower Bingham yield stresses (as compared to bed shear stress). In Equation (10)
the constant 1/3 is valid for a wide rectangular channel, but depends on the flow
cross-section in general. Equation (11) represents the Bagnold type relationship for
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Table III. Equations proposed to estimate the mean velocity of debris
flow surges

Flow type Formula Equation

Newtonian laminar flow V = (1/3)ρgH 2 S/µ (10)

Dilatant grain shearing V = (2/3)ξH 1.5S (11)

Newtonian turbulent flow: V = (1/n)H 2/3S1/2 (12)

Manning–Strickler equation

Newtonian turbulent flow: V = CH 1/2S1/2 (13)

Chézy equation

Empirical equation V = C1H
0.3S0.5 (14)

dilatant grain shearing in the inertial regime, which is also the basis of Takahashi’s
(1991) debris-flow model, and the constant 2/3 is valid for a wide rectangular
channel. The Manning–Strickler Equation (12) has been proposed for debris flows
in Japanese guidelines (PWRI, 1988). The Chézy Equation (13) is used in the
Voellmy approach to estimate the flow parameters of wet snow avalanches, and this
approach has also been applied to debris flows (Rickenmann, 1990). The empirical
Equation (14) has been found to give good results in numerical simulations of
unsteady debris-flow surges (Koch, 1998).

Using data on debris-flow observations listed in Table IV, the ‘flow-resistance
coefficients’ or ‘material parameters’ of Equations (10) to (14), i.e., µ, ξ , n, C, C1,
are backcalculated and shown in Figures 4(a–c) as a function of the peak discharge.
Also shown in the same Figures are the semi-theoretical relationships based on the
assumption of Froude scaling. The corresponding equations are listed in Table V
and their derivation is included in the Appendix. The intercepts of the lines in
Figures 4(a–c) have been approximated in order to represent roughly a mean value
of the available data.

Equations (10) to (14) can be expressed in the following general form:

V = C2H
αSβ, (20)

where C2 is an empirical constant depending on the values of α and β. It is observed
from Figures 4(a–c) that the scatter of the flow resistance coefficient about the
scaling relationship is reduced as the sum of the exponents α and β in Equation
(20) gets smaller within the examined range. In Figures 4(a–c), the scatter about
the semi-theoretical relationship is about a factor of 100 for the Newtonian laminar
flow resistance coefficient, Equations (10) and (15), respectively, and decreases
to about a factor of 10 for Equations (14) and (19), respectively. In Figures 4(b)
and (c), 272 data points obtained for the mean velocity of clear water flows in
torrents and gravel-bed rivers (Rickenmann, 1994, 1996) have also been included
for further comparison. The characteristics of the data on clear water flows are
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Table IV. Data on mean flow velocity of debris flows, used in Figures 4(a–c), 5(a, b), 6. The following methods were used to determine V and H : US =
ultrasonic flow depth records at two cross-sections; WS = electric wire sensors at two cross-sections; RV = Radar velocitymeter; SE = superelevation of
flow surface in bends; VA = analysis of video pictures; BS = belt speed; QA = determination from measured flow rate and flow cross-section; nn = not
known, presumably QA type measurement. The ranges indicate the maximum and minimum value within each sub-dataset

Country/Region N Qp V S H Type of Source
[m3/s] [m/s] [m] measurement

Dataset A: ‘small-scale’ field debris flows, precise measurements
Italy, T. Moscardo 7 3–88 0.9–5 0.11 0.84–2.17 US Arattano et al. (1996)
Japan, Kamikamihori valley 12 24–124 1.9–6.4 0.09 1.5–4.1 WS Okuda & Suwa (1981);

H. Suwa, written comm. (1997)
U.S.A., Mt. St. Helens 6 0.012–25 0.8–4.4 0.12–0.4 0.05–2.8 US Pierson (1986)
(Shoestring Site)

Dataset B: ‘large-scale’ field debris flows, precise measurements
China, Jiangia gully 33 46–3133 4–14.5 0.05–0.073 0.6-5.5 US, RV M. Jakob, written comm. (1995);

Z. Wang, written comm. (1997)

Dataset C: ‘small-scale’ field debris flows, indirect measurements
Swiss Alps 29 15–640 3.5–14 0.07–0.53 1–10 SE VAW (1992); M. Zimmermann,

written comm. (1996)

Dataset D: ‘large-scale’ field debris flows, indirect measurements
U.S.A., Mt. St. Helens 20 2,400–66,800 3–28 0.003–0.15 2–21 SE Pierson (1985)
(Pine C. + Muddy R.)
Columbia, 17 710–48,000 5–17 0.009–0.17 2–25 SE Pierson et al. (1990)
Nevado del Ruiz

Dataset E: laboratory debris flows, precise measurements
Laboratory flume, Jiangia material China 30 0.001–0.100 0.21–3.77 0.053–0.19 0.04–0.13 nn Wang & Zhang (1990)
Laboratory flume, New Zealand 26 0.001–0.010 0.12–0.65 0.11–0.27 0.06–0.19 VA Davies (1994)
New Zealand
Laboratory flume, 12 0.001–0.002 0.37–0.58 0.17–0.34 0.04–0.08 BS Davies (1990)
conveyor belt
Laboratory flume, U.S.A. 14 0.0004–0.0017 0.54–1.51 0.37–0.42 0.006–0.013 QA Garcia Aragon (1996)
Overall 23–1 0.0004–68,000 0.12–31 0.003–0.53 0.006–25
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Table V. Semi-theoretical relationships to express the ‘flow resistance coeffi-
cient’ as a function of the discharge, shown in Figures 4(a–c)

Flow type Formula Equation In Appendix

Newtonian laminar flow µ∗ = 20Q
3/5∗ (15) (A8b)

Dilatant grain shearing ξ∗ = 150Q
−2/5∗ (16) (A10b)

Newtonian turbulent flow: n∗ = 0.077Q
1/15∗ (17) (A12b)

Manning–Strickler equation

Newtonian turbulent flow: C∗ = 22 (18) (A13b)

Chézy equation

Empirical equation C1∗ = 10 Q
2/25∗ (19) (A15b)

Table VI. Data on mean velocity of clear water flows in torrents and gravel-bed rivers, used in Figures
4(b, c), 5(a), 6

Country N Q [m3/s] V [m/s] S [%] H [m] Source

Dataset F

Switzerland 94 0.021–2.89 0.15–0.95 0.9–63 – Hodel (1993)

Switzerland 7 0.031–1.75 0.19–1.11 15–45 – Rickenmann (1996)

Dataset G

Austria 11 3.30–22.2 0.94–1.80 1.7–20.5 0.64–1.41 Ruf (1990)

Colorado, U.S.A. 69 0.340–128 0.27–2.64 0.2–3.9 0.15–2.01 Jarrett (1984)

England 41 0.137–103 0.17–3.72 0.5–3.8 0.10–1.31 Bathurst (1985)

New Zealand 5 60–140 1.85–3.13 5.2 0.79–1.09 Thompson &

Campbell (1979)

Colorado, U.S.A. 12 2.05–10.5 0.52–1.42 1.4–2.0 0.30–0.64 Thorne &

Zevenbergen (1985)

New Zealand 82 0.340–1540 0.22–3.32 0.0085–1.1 0.15–7.51 Griffiths (1981): without

sediment transport

New Zealand 52 11.4–2410 0.86–4.31 0.083–0.71 0.34–3.97 Griffiths (1981): with

sediment transport

Overall 373 0.021–2410 0.15–4.31 0.0085–63 0.10–3.97

shown in Table VI (dataset G). A similar representation as in Figures 4(a–c) has
also been made using the unit peak discharge qp instead of the full peak discharge
Qp. Similar trends are found. Since the data set is less comprehensive when using
qp values, only the representation using Qp values is shown here.

One may argue that the scatter for example in Figure 4(a) about the semi-
theoretical scaling relationship for Newtonian laminar flow reflects different values
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Figure 4a. Comparison of backcalculated ‘flow resistance coefficient’ vs peak discharge (Qp)
of debris flows with semi-theoretical relationship based on Froude scaling (Equations (15)
and (16)). Shown are the dynamic viscosity µ for Newtonian laminar flow and the lumped ξ

parameter for dilatant inertial flow.

for the viscosity of the debris-water mixture; it is known that the viscosity strongly
depends for example on sediment concentration and the amount of cohesive fine
material (e.g., Major and Pierson, 1992). On the other hand it is seen on Figure
4(b) that debris flow data show a similar scatter as the clear water data around the
semi-theoretical scaling relationship for Chezy C or Manning’s n. In absence of
sufficient rheologic information, similar flow resistance laws valid for clear water
flows may therefore be used to describe the mean flow behavior of debris flows.
While for clear water flows C or n is primarily a function of the channel roughness,
the respective flow-resistance parameters of debris flows might depend in addition
to some extent on the mechanical properties of the mixture.

Costa (1984) reported some empirical equations for the mean velocity of debris
flows from Russian, Chinese and Japanese studies. They are also of the form of
Equation (20), and the exponents vary in the range 0.5 < α < 0.67 and 0.25 < β

< 0.5. The data base for these equations is different from the one listed in Table
IV, and they therefore confirm the findings of this study. It may also be noted that
a similar conclusion has been drawn from a comparison of different flow resist-
ance equations implemented in a 1D numerical simulation model (Rickenmann
and Koch, 1997; Koch, 1998). With this model, the unsteady flow behavior of
debris-flow surges has been studied together with observations available for the
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Figure 4b. Comparison of backcalculated ‘flow resistance coefficient’ vs peak discharge (Qp)
of debris flows and clear water flows with semi-theoretical relationship based on Froude scal-
ing (Equations (17) and (18)). Shown are the Manning’s n and the Chezy C for Newtonian
turbulent flow.

Figure 4c. Comparison of backcalculated ‘flow resistance coefficient’ C1 vs peak discharge
(Qp) of debris flows and clear water flows with semi-theoretical relationship based on Froude
scaling (Equation (19)). The coefficient C1 is calculated by a new empirical equation.
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Kamikamihori valley in Japan. It has been found that the observed flow beha-
vior can be reasonably well simulated using a flow resistance approach as, for
example, the Manning’s or Chezy equation for clear water flow. (Using the laminar
or dilatant flow resistance approach, the simulated flow behavior is much more
sensitive to variations of the discharge and flow depth along the debris wave, and
it is difficult or impossible to reproduce the observations with only one value for
the flow resistance parameters; varying the resistance parameters µ and ξ along the
debris wave may result in a better agreement with the observed flow behavior.)

It has also been proposed in other studies that the peak flow velocity of debris
flows may be estimated using the Manning–Strickler Equation (12) with n ≈
0.1 s/m1/3 (Pierson, 1986; PWRI, 1988; Rickenmann and Zimmermann, 1993).
Figure 5(a) compares the application of Equation (12) to debris flows, with an
average n = 0.1 s/m1/3, and clear water flows, for which a mean value n = 0.067
s/m1/3 has been used. The clear water data is listed in Table VI. (In Figure 5 the
dataset F of Table VI is not included since there is no information on the flow
depth.) The correlation coefficient and the standard error between calculated and
observed velocities are shown in Table VII for different datasets of Table IV and
Table VI. In Figure 5(b), the field debris flow datasets A, B, C, and D are shown
separately. Dataset A shows the best correlation between calculated and observed
flow velocities, while the scatter for the other datasets is rather large. However,
a trend for a grouping of the datasets can be observed which appears to reflect a
difference in scale and material composition. In other words Figure 5(b) implies
that the coarser grained alpine type debris flows (set A and C) tend to require
a higher value for n than the finer grained mudflows and lahars (set B and C).
This trend is in general agreement with the grouping of the relationships between
Qp and M in Figure 3 and Table II. A somewhat similar conclusion can be made
from the analysis of the surface velocity of debris flow surges in the Kamikamihori
valley in Japan where the friction coefficient (similar to a Chezy value) decreases
with increasing content of coarse gravel in the flow (Suwa et al., 1993).

Analyzing clear water flows in torrents and gravel-bed rivers, an empirical equa-
tion has been developed where the mean flow velocity is expressed as a function
of the discharge, Q, the slope, S, and the characteristic grain size d90, for which
90% of the bed material is finer in diameter (Rickenmann, 1994, 1996, 1998).
For the debris flow data of Table IV, there is not sufficient information on grain
size distribution, therefore a simplified version of the equation is proposed here as
follows:

V = 2.1Q0.33S0.33. (21)

Application of Equation (21) results in a reasonable agreement between calcu-
lated and observed velocities for debris flows, with a similar scatter as for clear
water flows, as shown in Figure 6. Again, the correlation coefficient and the stand-
ard error between calculated and observed velocities are shown in Table VII for
different datasets of Table IV and Table VI.
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Figure 5a. Comparison of observed mean velocities of debris flows and water flows with
those calculated with the Manning–Strickler Equation (12). The abbriviation DF refers to
debris flows.

Table VII. Correlation coefficient r2 and standard error
se determined between calculated and measured flow
velocities in the logarithmic domain. ‘na’ indicates not
applicable

Data set Application

of Equation Manning’s n r2 se

Debris flows

A, B, C, D, E (19) 0.1 0.69 0.31

A, B, C, D (19) 0.1 0.18 0.24

A (19) 0.1 0.76 0.084

A, B, C, D (21) na 0.71 0.17

A (21) na 0.70 0.11

Water flows

G (19) 0.067 0.53 0.22

F, G (21) na 0.70 0.12
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Figure 5b. Comparison of observed mean velocities of different datasets of field debris flows
with those calculated with the Manning–Strickler Equation (12).

It is interesting to note that the mean velocity of debris flows and clear water
flows can be described in a first approximation with almost the same formulae.
In a laboratory study of a steep channel it has been found that for a given dis-
charge and slope, the mean flow velocity differs very little for either clear water
flows over a fixed rough bed or for intense sediment transport flows with the
same bed material; this has lead to the hypothesis that the flow velocity could
be a controlling parameter governing water-driven flows in steep environments
(Rickenmann, 1991).

3.4. TRAVEL DISTANCE

The total travel distance, L, of a debris flow may be important to know for a rough
delineation of potentially endangered areas. It has been found for rockfalls or sturz-
stroms that the mean gradient of the flow path He/L depends to some extent on the
volume of the rockfall (Scheidegger, 1973; Iverson, 1997). Here He is the elevation
difference between the starting point and the lowest point of deposition of the mass
movement. Similarly, it can be shown for debris flows that a dependence of L on
He and M exists (Figure 7). The data used in Figure 7 are listed in Table VIII. The
product of M and He can be considered as energy potential of the mass movement.
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Figure 6. Comparison of observed mean velocities of debris flows and water flows with those
calculated as a function of peak discharge and slope (Equation (21)).

The relationship satisfying Froude (or geometric) scaling can be given as follows
(Equation (A18b) in the Appendix):

L∗ = 30(MHe)
1/4
∗ , (22)

where the constant A6 = 30 has been selected to approximate average L values for
the debris flow field data.

It is observed that rockfalls/sturzstroms have comparatively smaller travel dis-
tances than the debris flows which may possibly be explained with smaller water
contents in the flowing masses. The Mount St. Helens lahars and the Nevado del
Ruiz mudflow, on the other hand, have comparatively high L values; they possibly
involved larger water contents in the flowing mixtures than the majority of the
debris flow data in Figure 7 which mostly represent alpine type debris flows.

The following regression equation between L, M and He has been derived from
the debris flow field data:

L∗ = 1.9M0.16H 0.83
e . (23)

The comparison of Equation (23) with the data of Table VIII is shown in Figure 8.
The rockfall/sturzstrom data seem to follow a similar trend as the debris flow data.
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Table VIII. Data on total travel distance, debris-flow volume of mass movements, and the elevation difference of the flow path, used
in Figures 7 and 8

Flow type, Country/Region N L [m] M [m3] He [m] Source

Swiss Alps, debris flows 140 300–12,640 1,000–100,000 110–1,820 VAW (1992),

M. Zimmermann,

written comm. (1996)

Canadian Cordillera, debris flows 8 1,250–3,500 1,500–175,000 660–1,470 M. Jakob, written

comm. (1995)

Japan (Kamikamihori 6 62,111–2,545 710–14,800 570–620 Okuda & Suwa (1981),

valley), debris flows assumed starting point

U.S.A.: Mt. St. Helens, 3 18,500–90,000 4,000,000–8,000,000 900–5,000 Pierson (1985), Pierson et

Mt. Rainier; Columbia: al. (1990), Pierson (1995),

Nevado del Ruiz, Iahars Schilling & Iverson (1997)

Rockfalls/Sturzstroms 51 500–18,900 150,000–20,000 Mio. 390–2400 Hsü (1975), Abele (1974),

Li (1983)

USGS flume, debris flows 13 88–112 6.2–13 41 Major (1997)

Overall 232 88–90,000 6.2–20,000 Mio. 41–5,000
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Figure 7. Total travel distance (L) of mass movements in relation to an expression for the
energy potential, the product of material volume (M) and elevation difference (He). Also
shown is the semi-theoretical relationship satisfying Froude or geometric similarity (Equation
(22)).

It is noted that He is not known a priori. When applying Equation (23) for predictive
purposes, a relation between L and He describing the longitudinal profile of the
expected flow path also has to be defined. For a given estimate of M, a solution for
L can then be determined either graphically or mathematically. He in combination
with L is a measure of the mean slope of the potential flow path. As the longitudinal
profile can be assumed a priori, inclusion of He improves the prediction of L. A
similar procedure has been proposed by Schilling and Iverson (1997) for lahars.

3.5. RUNOUT DISTANCE ON FAN

For a more detailed delineation of potentially endangered areas, the runout distance
on the fan, Lf , of a debris flow should be known. Lf is defined as the distance from
the fan apex to the lowest point of debris deposits, and it is assumed that for the
data in Table IX deposition generally occurred outside the channel downstream of
the fan apex. From geometric considerations it can be expected that Lf depends to
some extent on the debris-flow volume which is supported by the data of Table IX
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Figure 8. Total travel distance (L) of mass movements in relation to an expression obtained
from a regression calculation using debris flow field data only. Also shown is the line of the
regression Equation (23).

in Figure 9. The relationship satisfying Froude (or geometric) scaling can be given
as follows (Equation (A20b) in the Appendix):

Lf ∗ = 15M1/3
∗ , (24)

where the constant A7 = 15 has been selected to approximate average Lf values
for the debris flow field data.

It is found that the scatter of the debris flow field data is in a similar range if
Lf is plotted as a function of the product of M and He. For a better prediction
of Lf than by Equation (24), no other empirical equation of the type of Equation
(23) could be found for the data of Table IX. It is assumed that changes in the
channel geometry on the fan and different material properties are relatively more
important in assessing the runout distance Lf , than are corresponding properties
along the whole flow path in assessing the total travel distance L. Equation (24)
is not recommended for practical application as the scatter between predicted and
observed values is too large.

4. Summary and Conclusions

With respect to the hazard assessment of torrent catchments, it is important to
determine whether debris flows are likely to occur or not. The basic requirements
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Table IX. Data on runout distance, event volume of mass movements, and the elevation difference of the flow path, used in
Figure 9

Flow type, Country/Region N Lf [m] M [m3] He [m] Source

Swiss Alps, debris flows 140 71–1,300 1,000–215,000 110–1,820 VAW (1992);

M. Zimmermann,

written comm. (1996)

Canada, Austria, Japan 13 21–2,000 700–400,000 570–1,100 Aulitzky (1970);

(Kamikamihori); debris flows Okuda & Suwa (1981);

Fannin & Rollerson (1993)

Columbia: Nevado del Ruiz; 1 16,000 8,000,000 5,000 Pierson et al. (1990)

lahars

Landslides/Rockfalls 27 300–12,700 150,000–12,000 Mio. 260–2250 Hsü (1975); Abele (1974);

Li (1983)

USGS flume, debris flows 13 6.3–30.3 6.2–13 41 Major (1997)

Laboratory debris flows 42 0.3–2.3 0.0026–0.026 0.41–0.59 Liu (1995)

Overall 236 0.3–16,000 0.0026–12,000 Mio. 0.41–5,000
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Figure 9. Runout distance (Lf ) of mass movements on the fan in relation to the corresponding
material volume (M). Also shown is the semi-theoretical relationship satisfying Froude or
geometric similarity (Equation (24)).

for the occurrence of debris flows are steep slopes, sufficient volumes of debris
material relatively easy to mobilize, and sufficient water to trigger the flow. Fur-
ther characteristics observed in the field may also be used to estimate a relative
probability of debris-flow occurrence (Aulitzky, 1980; Rickenmann, 1995).

Many empirical formulae have been proposed to estimate the debris mass likely
to be eroded, based on morphometric parameters of a torrent catchment. Such rela-
tionships can probably be improved if lithologic parameters and factors controlling
sediment supply are also taken into account. At present it is recommended that a
geomorphologic assessment in the field of the material likely to be mobilized may
be the best approach if one intends to arrive at a more precise estimate of a possible
debris-flow volume. Once a design debris-flow volume has been determined, a
number of other important parameters characterizing debris-flow behavior can be
estimated according to the procedure illustrated in Figure 1.

It has been shown in several studies that the peak discharge of a debris flow
surge can be related to the debris-flow volume. The power law empirical relation-
ship describing the data from debris flows of different magnitude is in agreement
with a semi-theoretical relationship having approximately the same exponent (Fig-
ure 2). The semi-theoretical relationship has been derived under the assumption
that Froude scaling is applicable to the mean flow behavior of debris flows. It is
interesting to observe that the intercept of the empirical relationship appears to
depend on the material composition of the debris mixture (Figure 3).
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The flow resistance of debris flow surges may be estimated with similar formu-
lae as used for clear water flows (Figures 5 and 6). When applying the Newtonian
laminar or the dilatant inertial grain shearing approach to the empirical data on
the mean velocity of debris flows, the scatter about the semi-theoretical scaling
relationship is much larger (Figure 4(a)). Numerical simulations of unsteady debris
flows in torrent channels also support the better performance of flow resistance
equations similar to those used for turbulent clear water flows. The application of
a Manning–Strickler type equation to debris flows indicates that the n value might
depend to some extent on the material composition of the mixture. If the peak
discharge is known, the mean velocity may alternatively be estimated as a function
of the discharge and the bedslope.

The total travel distance of debris flows can be described as a function of the
debris-flow volume and the elevation difference between the highest and lowest
point of the flow path. Since the second parameter is not known a priori, informa-
tion on the longitudinal profile of the expected flow path must be used in addition
in order to make a rough estimate of the travel distance for a given debris-flow
volume.

The runout distance on the fan shows some dependence on the debris-flow
volume. However, the scatter between predicted and observed values is more than
order of magnitude. For a practical assessment of potentially affected zones, it
is recommended to use other methods additionally. For example, one could infer
possible deposition patterns from debris flow events in the past, which occurred in
the same or in other torrents, or one may use a numerical simulation model.

Due to the complexity of the debris flow process, the field data applied to the
simple empirical relationships presented in this paper show a considerable scatter.
It should be pointed out that most of these relationships can only give an order of
magnitude estimate of some debris flow parameters, but that they cannot provide
an accurate prediction of these values. More research is needed to quantify for
example the influence of material characteristics and solid concentration on debris
flow behavior.
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Appendix: Derivation of Scaling Equations

For the derivation of the scaling equations it is assumed that Froude similarity must
be satisfied for the flow process of debris flows. Froude similarity is considered a
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necessary requirement since debris flows are a gravitational process with a fluid-
like flow behavior and having a free surface. The index ∗ is used here to denote the
ratio of two variables of the same kind but of different magnitude, e.g., λ∗ = λ1/λ2,
where the indices 1 and 2 refer for example to prototype and laboratory flows and λ

is a characteristic length scale. For Froude scaling (e.g., Henderson 1966) we have
to satisfy the relationships:

Q∗ = Qp2/Qp1 ∼ λ5/2
∗ , (A1)

M∗ = M2/M1 ∼ λ3
∗. (A2)

Combining (A1) and (A2) we obtain a theoretical relationship between peak dis-
charge Qp and debris-flow volume M for debris flows of different size:

Q∗ ∼ (M1/3
∗ )5/2 ∼ M5/6

∗ (A3a)

or

Q∗ = A1M
5/6
∗ , (A3b)

where A1 is an empirical constant.
Considering similar relationships between other parameters, we can base the

analysis on the respective Froude scaling relationships for the dimensions of time
[s], length [m], and mass [kg] involved in the parameters of interest. For these
dimensions we have to satisfy the relationships:

[s] ∼ λ1/2
∗ , (A4)

[m] ∼ λ1
∗, (A5)

[kg] ∼ ρ∗λ3
∗ = λ3

∗, (A6)

where ρ is the density of the fluid or solids, and ρ∗ = 1 is assumed.
Considering Newtonian laminar flow, and postulating that Reynold’s similarity

should be satisfied beside Froude similarity, we find for the scaling of the dynamic
viscosity:

µ∗ ∼ [kg/s m] ∼ λ3
∗/(λ

1/2
∗ λ1

∗) = λ3/2
∗ . (A7)

Combining (A7) and (A1) we can write

µ∗ ∼ (Q2/5
∗ )3/2 = Q3/5

∗ (A8a)

or

µ∗ = A2Q
3/5
∗ , (A8b)
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where A2 is an empirical constant.
Considering dilatant inertial flow, and postulating that Froude similarity should

be satisfied beside keeping the Bagnold’s number (e.g., Takahashi 1991) constant,
we can find for the scaling of the parameter ξ

ξ∗ ∼ 1/[s m1/2] ∼ 1/(λ1/2
∗ λ1/2

∗ ) = λ−1
∗ . (A9)

Combining (A9) and (A1) we can write

ξ∗ ∼ 1/(Q2/5
∗ )1 = Q−2/5

∗ (A10a)

or

ξ∗ = A3Q
−2/5
∗ . (A10b)

where A3 is an empirical constant.
For Manning’s n we have

n∗ ∼ [s]/[m1/3] ∼ λ1/2
∗ /λ1/3

∗ = λ1/6
∗ . (A11)

Combining (A11) and (A1) we can write

n∗ ∼ (Q2/5
∗ )1/6 ∼ Q1/15

∗ (A12a)

or

n∗ = A4Q
1/15
∗ , (A12b)

where A4 is an empirical constant.
For Chezy C we have

C∗ ∼ [m1/2]/[s] ∼ λ1/2
∗ /λ1/2

∗ = 1 (A13a)

or

C∗ = const. (A13b)

From (A13) we conclude that the flow resistance parameter C∗ should show no
dependence on Q∗ for debris flows having the same material properties.

Considering the mean velocity Equation (14), and postulating that Froude simil-
arity should be satisfied, we can find for the scaling of the flow resistance parameter
C1:

C1∗ ∼ [m0.7/s] ∼ (λ0.7
∗ /λ0.5

∗ ) = λ0.2
∗ . (A14)
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Combining (A14) and (A1) we can write

C1∗ ∼ (Q2/5
∗ )1/5 = Q2/25

∗ (A15a)

or

C1∗ = A5Q
2/25
∗ , (A15b)

where A5 is an empirical constant.
For the total travel distance L we can write

L∗ ∼ λ∗, (A16)

(MH)∗ ∼ λ3
∗λ∗ = λ4

∗. (A17)

Combining (A16) and (A17) we obtain a theoretical relationship between travel
distance L and the energy potential (MH ) for debris flows of different size:

L∗ ∼ (MH)1/4
∗ , (A18a)

or

L∗ = A6(MH)1/4
∗ , (A18b)

where A6 is an empirical constant.
For the runout distance Lf on the fan we can write

Lf ∗ ∼ λ∗, (A19)

M∗ ∼ λ3
∗. (A2)

Combining (A19) and (A2) we obtain a theoretical relationship runout distance and
the debris-flow volume for debris flows of different size:

Lf ∗ ∼ M1/3
∗ (A20a)

or

Lf ∗ = A7M
1/3
∗ , (A20b)

where A7 is an empirical constant.
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